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Norwegian Government amends the application of the tax exemption
method in EU / EEA situations

The Norwegian tax authorities have over the last few years interpreted the
domestic tax exemption method narrowly, and several non-resident tax payers
have been excluded from its scope of application. The Norwegian Ministry of
Finance have now conceded that foreign investors have been taxed in violation of
European law and will now grant dividend withholding tax refunds.

Background
A qualifying resident company receiving dividends from a Norwegian company is
exempt from tax on the dividend income. According to the Norwegian Tax Act, a
foreign company resident within the EU / EEA is exempt from dividend withholding
tax. The exemption is only available if the foreign company is “actually established
and conducts genuine economic activity” within its state of residence. The tax
authorities have argued that since all qualifying Norwegian entities are liable to tax
in Norway, and as such resident for tax treaty purposes, the same requirements
must be met by foreign entities in order to claim a refund of dividend withholding
taxes under EU / EEA law.

The Norwegian tax authorities have consistently over the last years denied
Luxembourg SICAVs and similar entities refunds for dividend withholding taxes.

In a letter to the Directorate of Taxes dated 29 September 2009, the Ministry of
Finance conceded that their previous interpretation of EU / EEA law cannot be
upheld in light of the Aberdeen decision. In addition the Ministry clarified certain
aspects of the application of the substance requirement.

Inbound investments – the comparability analysis
Most importantly, the Ministry of Finance explicitly states that whether or not the
foreign entity is subject to corporate income tax in its state of residence is
irrelevant when determining if the foreign entity is comprised by the Norwegian tax
exemption method.

The Ministry lays down the following requirements that foreign entities have to
fulfil in order to be comprised by the tax exemption method:

 The entity must be a separate tax entity as determined under Norwegian law;
i.e. the owners’ liability must be limited to the paid in capital

 The entity must otherwise be comparable, but not necessarily identical, to a
Norwegian qualifying entity; this presumable refers to the company law and
regulatory regime governing the foreign entity

 The income must be properly attributable to the foreign entity as determined
under Norwegian legal principles

 The entity must meet a substance requirement
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The substance requirement
The Ministry of Finance also clarified that foreign equity funds may fulfil the
substance requirements even if the fund itself has no substance as long as the
management company of the fund meets the requirements. This was a
response to administrative practice stating otherwise.

Furthermore, the substance requirement also applies to outbound investments
in low tax jurisdictions within the EU / EEA. Thus, the clarification of the
substance requirement will make it more attractive for Norwegian investors to
invest in equity funds in low tax jurisdictions such as Luxembourg.

Who is affected?
The following may be in a position to claim a refund of withheld taxes:
 entities resident in another EU / EEA state than Norway, which
 have paid Norwegian withholding tax on dividends received between 2004

and 2009, and
 a refund of the withholding taxes was not attainable on account of the

recipient entity not being liable to tax in its residence jurisdiction and thus
not a resident under the tax treaty between that jurisdiction and Norway.

Entities resident in Norway may be in a position to claim a reassessment of
previous tax years if
 the entity between 2004 and 2009 had income from an entity within the

EU / EEA, and
 the income was not comprised by the tax exemption method on account of

being derived from an entity that was not liable to tax in its residence
jurisdiction.

In its statement, the Ministry declared that only refund claims dating back to
2006 would be granted based on the revised position of the exemption method.

What to do
Tax payers that may be affected should, if not already done, file refund claims
within the year to make sure that their claims are not barred by the statute of
limitations.


